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Introduction

The coded aperture correlation holography (COACH) is a powerful three-dimensional imaging technique. However, the conventional COACH

method can only restore the three-dimensional images of the samples under test but cannot specify the physical characteristics. We propose a

full-dimensional measurement method based on the polarized coded aperture correlation holography. Specifically, the dynamic phase and

geometric phase distributions can be separated from two holograms associated with the horizontal and vertical polarization components, then

the Stokes parameters, surface topography and reflectivity can be calculated simultaneously. This method achieves the same spatial resolution

for the two terms, which greatly improves the reliability and practicability with respect to conventional measurement methods.

Results
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Methodology

Assuming that the polarization state of the incident light is not identical with that of

the output light passing through the optical system. When two beams interfere with

each other, in addition to the dynamic phase introduced by the optical path

difference, there exists a geometric phase due to the changes of polarization states.

Therefore, the core idea of the proposed method is to use vertical and horizontal

holograms to separate dynamic and geometric phases, thus achieving full-

dimensional surface characterization.

Since the Poincare sphere can conveniently describe the geometric phase caused

by the change of the polarization state of the optical field. Therefore, we can

represent the polarization information by the Poincare sphere and then establish a

quantitative relationship between the geometric phase and the polarization state

variations.

Fig.1 Optical system configuration.

b. The reference beam is
split into a horizontally
polarized beam and a
vertically polarized beam by a
polarizing beam-splitter PBS1.

a. In the object arm, the object wave-front

is modulated by the coded aperture mask

(CPM) displayed on the SLM, and its
polarization state needs to be specified.

c. Adding different
phase shifts to the CPM,
the two polarization
components of the
complex amplitude of
the object, namely ,H VE E

Fig.2 Poincare sphere.

2ψ: azimuthal angle

2χ: polar angle

Fig.3 measurement setup.

• Measurement of surface topography

• Specification of Stokes parameters

Fig.4 Comparison of the measured topographies. (a) Hologram
recorded by the proposed method and the details of hologram. (b, c)
Reconstructed result and its surface topography. (d) A cross-section
of the target object.

Fig.5 Measurement results of the Stokes parameters.

Summary

The polarized COACH is proposed for the full-dimensional surface characterization

of micro/nano-structures. It can measure the three-dimensional topography,

reflectivity, and Stokes parameters at the same time, and with the same spatial

resolution.
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